Dear fellow learners,

I hope you are safe and healthy in the comfort of your own homes. If there is something that this pandemic is teaching me, it’s gratitude. I hope we don’t let this situation pass without learning to appreciate the little things in life, from the home-made coffee to the flexibility our jobs offer us.

At Avaloq Academy, we are doing our best to deliver what we can, given the restrictions imposed by COVID-19. In this quarter, allow me to highlight the following topics:

- Avaloq Certified Operations Professional programme
- Certification courses online
- Front courses
- GIM courses

Stay up-to-date by following us on our social media for more news!

ACCP Accreditation courses

- Delta courses
  - Delta 2019 H1: Automated Personal Data Management (APDM)
  - Delta 2018 H2: Derived Classifications using BRE
  - Delta 2018 H1: AMI web services through REST APIs in RAML

- Elective courses
  - Avaloq Application Monitor **NEW**
  - Front Workplace: Menus, Cockpits, Reports and Dashboards
  - Front Workplace Banklet Integration
  - Mastering Advanced Avaloq Script Techniques
  - Person Object Modelling
  - Responsive Forms / Webforms
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Avaloq Certified Implementation Professional (ACIP)

- Global Implementation Methods Fundamentals (GIMF)
- Global Implementation Methods
  - Cross-functional Overview (GIMC) **NEW**

Avaloq Certified Customization Professional (ACCP)

- ACCP with Major in Core Technologies **ONLINE**
- ACCP with Major in Front Technologies **ONLINE**
- ACCP with Major in Front Technologies - Upgrade **ONLINE**

Avaloq Certified Operations Professional (ACOP)

- Technical Operations **NEW**
- Avaloq Container Platform Reference (ACPR)
  - Introduction **NEW**

Special online courses

- Avaloq Web APIs lite **NEW**
- Introduction to ABR/S **NEW**

Upcoming courses

ACCP Accreditation courses

- ABR/S: Development & Customization
- Avaloq Web APIs
- Workflow Modelling and Meta Type Creation

Avaloq Certified Banking Professional (ACBP)

- Corporate Actions
- Payments

Avaloq Certified Operations Professional (ACOP)

- Technical Operations **NEW**
- Avaloq Container Platform Reference (ACPR)
  - Intensive course

Testimonials

- “The course covered substantial topics for FWP development, it was very helpful!”
  -- on Front Banklet Integration

- “Well-prepared instructor. Delivery of the training was very organized and on time.”
  -- on Delta 2019 H1

- “Lecture has been delivered clearly. Charles was very organized and punctual.”
  -- on Delta 2018 H2

Happy learning and be grateful,
Jamela Wafy
Head of Avaloq Academy
Certification pillars based on your banking solution

Certification pillars
Focus on different skills paths

Operations
IT operators, application managers, application operations managers, system manager, configuration manager, release manager

Certification pillars based on your banking solution

Avaloq Certified Operations Professional (ACOP)

This course aims to provide a fundamental overview of best practices in operating the entire system. Participants will be introduced to the most important components of the Avaloq Banking Suite and to related tools and concepts. The course covers how to handle the daily operating tasks and what action to take in critical cases. It also looks at troubleshooting processes for both the business and development areas.

The complete certification programme consists of several modules that cover the different operational areas. Each module leads to a specialist certificate of its own. After obtaining the certificates for all modules, participants are awarded the Avaloq Operations Professional certificate. This certificate confirms that participants have gained substantial knowledge of the Avaloq Banking Suite, they are able to operate a production environment and to work on configuration and migration projects.

The course has fundamental applied content, comprising hands-on training and exercises, where participants learn how to manage the entire Avaloq Implementation.
Certification courses online

Avaloq Academy is committed to providing high-quality education and services and to delivering our certification courses online. These online courses are available until 31 August 2020. Stay tuned on our official communication channels, as we will continue to monitor the situation and inform you about relevant changes.

Find important test delivery information from PearsonVue on this link.

Meet and greet your teacher  Set up your work environment  Get access to course material a week before the course start date  Learn online

Register now!

Academy on COVID-19

Contact us

academy@avaloq.com | avaloq.academy

Avaloq Academy

The courses and certification programmes at Avaloq Academy are specially designed to support experts and other professionals who use the Avaloq Banking Suite.

To view the full course offering, visit the Avaloq Academy website.

Front courses

The aim of these courses is to establish a thorough understanding of the underlying technology stack and architecture, explain the new concepts to participants and teach them to apply the new customization techniques.

Check out our Front-related courses:

• ACCP with Major in Front Technologies
• ACCP Front Upgrade
• Accreditation: Front Workplace Banklet Integration
• Accreditation: Front Workplace Menus, Cockpits, Reports and Dashboards
• Accreditation: Responsive Forms / Webforms
• Avaloq Web APIs lite

GIM courses

Using the GIM framework will harmonize implementation methods for Avaloq projects and aims to maximize project expertise. Register for our GIM courses to learn more about the best practices and methods for Avaloq implementation projects.

Did you know?

237 people in the Avaloq community have fundamental GIM knowledge

Avaloq Academy

The courses and certification programmes at Avaloq Academy are specially designed to support experts and other professionals who use the Avaloq Banking Suite.
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